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The German Army (German: Heer, German pronunciation: , lit. Army) was the land forces component of the
Wehrmacht, the regular German Armed Forces, from 1935 until it was demobilized and later dissolved in
August 1946. During World War II, a total of about 13 million soldiers served in the German Army. Most of
Germany's army personnel during the war were conscripted.
German Army (1935â€“1945) - Wikipedia
The Imperial German Army (German: Deutsches Heer) was the unified ground and air force of the German
Empire (excluding the Marine-Fliegerabteilung maritime aviation formations of the Imperial German
Navy).The term Deutsches Heer is also used for the modern German Army, the land component of the
Bundeswehr.The German Army was formed after the unification of Germany under Prussian leadership in ...
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